
Transfer Meeting 
EC Transfer Meeting, 

26th of February 2017, Zagreb, Croatia 

Present: Julian, Masha, Milan, Kate, Greg, Sofia, Cansu, Khayyam (skype), Kaca, Sopho,  

Moderation : Julian 

Minutes : Sopho 

 

0. Introduction to the EC work 
From the departing EC - how would you describe what are the EC responsibilities? 

 

- Regular meetings (every 2 weeks),  managing organisation, following activity plan that is corresponding 

to our MOs needs; not only doing what we plan but adjust that to MOs needs. CDN is MOs –  if we do 

not work with MOs, nothing will happen. Then there are smaller tasks (Working Groups, etc). But 

important is to keep in mind that if someone cannot make it (tasks) someone else to step in and take over. 

 

- Office is doing the day-to-day things, GA is doing yearly things, and you are somewere in the middle 

e.g. finding out where to apply, being in contact with partners, going to their events, and when you are 

there you are representing CDN and not yourself as a participant. important to have long-term view of 

CDN, not focus too much on one year and think in a longer term frame. 

 

- When it comes to longer term thinking, on events we have to get as much as possible for MOs, for 

participants, for CDN. 

 

- EC is below GA in decision making, you are bringing the decisions and bring them wisely. 

 

- All of you is team, even if sometimes you have different opinions you should think about how it would 

better for CDN. 

 

1. Old EC lists their responsibilities so that the new EC can follow 

up 
Some good practices they started and would like new EC to continue in this year? 

 

• MOs/POs (Introduction letter to MO's where new EC member is introduced; constant communication 

and updates from both sides). Regional divisions proved to be a good practice. Some organisations are 

more active and involved in CDN activities, some organisations were dismissed by the GA : some 

organisations just do not exist anymore, important to concentrate on the existing organisations and their 

capacities ;some organisations are very inactive, but at least there is someone and there is still hope for 

revival, we invest more in inactive MOs. It is important to take different approach to different MOs based 

on their experience and capacities. 

Question about Russia: we have contacts with individuals, but not organisations. 

 

 

• WGs 

one person from EC responsible per working group 

 

Digital [x] -  

Julian: 

Not many people are left, but very active in organising seminar in bosnia and cofunding.  they have 

peculiar type of work and communication. most important now is to use the event in Bosnia to recruit 

new members. Old people from the group will still stick around. Digital [x] has meetings everytwo 

weeks. In Digital [x] we have no one from the MOs. 

 

Migration -  



Milan: 

Helpful to read all the reports for the GA. Initiated by me and other guy who was participant at CDN 

study session. We had an open call. 11 people joined. Meetings online once per month. Right now people 

are scattered around the world. Most members do not have stable internet. Continue scheduling meeting. 

Whoever takes the responsibility from the EC, keep in mind, to schedule a meeting (doodle, framapad). 

Was an attempt to write a project, with concrete idea. I would suggest to continue with the idea and start 

writing the project. Only 2 members are coming from MOs. Live workng goup meeting was very 

productive. Be aware of the technical tools: maybe we should try mumble. 

 

AlterURbanisation- 

Masha: 
Important to have transfer of knowledge scheme. important to make sure that group can sustain itself 

without the help of EC.  

 

RUMB: 
People from this working group should be listened. they need to talk about problems in their countries, 

during first two meetings only listen to each other and get more acquainted and discussion will lead to 

finding common point to be worked on. 

 

Gender : 

Needs a revival. 

 

EC's rôle in the working group mainly depends how the dynamics are going within the working group. 

 

 

• Specific Position (treasurer, social networks, technical issues) 
Julian was treasurer: follow the budget thoughout the year ;person from the office dealing with finances 

will infrom you about the budget ; there will also be a training.  

Kaca: 

we wanted to etablish this position stronger, general idea is to make it more independent  

 

Social networks: 
we rotated, one person was responsible for everything regarding social media for two months. would be 

better if someone takes the role and sticks to that whole year. 

technical issues: Julian: it was mainly me. and probably will still be me  

 

• Partners & Networking  

FYEG is sister organisation and the main partner, try to work a lot. Usually have one EC_EC meeting per 

year. communication is important to avoid activity overlaps. 

 

2. Some tips for future 
To have as a reference, and read when needed (not to be discussed in detail) 

-  MOs and Communication with MOs. keeping them updated, have online meetings with them, 

especially to get to know each other if you see the practice is good, continue that practice. 

 - Brandbook : when you post on facebook, post with template. social media is very important ; this part 

we were lacking this year. stick to one person the whole year who will be responsible for social media. 

 - Capacity: you as newcomers you should start thinking long-term about yourselves in relation to CDN, 

to make sure that braindrain does not happen. cherish the atmosphere that we have. we should appreciate 

the work we are doing,  

- However, it is important to consult with office certain things. even when we are individually addressing 

MOs, we all agree in advance. nothing goes to wider public without common agreement. 

- If you think something will happen without you, it won't. EC is making CDN active and alive. Dont 

forget that you are representing a whole organisation and not an individual. 

- We need to ensure that people who come to the events, disseminate what they learn at CDN events. 

establish personal contacts: emails are easy to ignore,  skype with them. 

- Proffessionalization: CDN really needs more money. for office capacities, additional funding to hire at 



least half of an empoyer for the office. workload is very high. 

- Atmosphere and friendliness. dont work too much, better to take breaks. 

     

2.1 General Assembly: 

- Prepare for things going wrong, careful with quorum (so that missing people don't risk it) 

- Amendments in the last minute to be avoided. 

- Experienced people in the presidency 

2.2 ECMs 

Live: 

- try to have FULL EC present 

- independent EC meeting that is not next to an event would be good 

 

Online: 

- reminder system (with FB message, SMS etc.) 

- regular meeting times (not poll) 

- rotate moderation (same person agenda + moderation) 

2.3 Study Visits 

- if event close to MO country, do study visit 

- are very important, connect CDN to MOs 

- reports should be done soon after, especially early enough to plan next annual plan 

2.4 Organisational recommendations: 

- publicly available calendar with DLs, events etc. 

- don't do as many events in the beginning of the year as we did 

2.5 Regional work 

- focus on one topic in regional meetings 

- use experienced MOs (Belarus, GeYG) as allies in events targeted at new/less experienced MOs 

 

2.6 Educational events 

- mistake to have first real ECM next to educational event when most of the EC are in PT. 

- make sure that PT is experienced, no more than 1-2 inexperienced people. Both topic and NFE 

experience are essential 

- find ways of ensuring that MO participants disseminate what they learned  

- most important thing of PT meeting is programme planning 

- consider hiring more external trainers 

- more clearly and nicely present CDN (something interactive, not just presentation). many people don't 

know CDN 

 

2.7 Networking 

- reports are important and good that secretariat does it mostly. It guarantees more continuity 

- do more with fye 

- events, contact person contacts them every month for update, online EC-EC meeting 

 

2.8 Topics 

- do something about the environment, climate and migration 

- try to have a flow in the topics, more than one event on one topic, connect the events topically where 

possible 

- make the topics more political 

 

2.9 MOs 

- closer contact to MOs is very important 

- MO responsible should have an online meeting with MO representatives (or even other MO members) 

at the beginning of mandate 

- ask in emails always that they acknowledge receipt 



- good for EC to propose dismissing inactive MOs 

3. Biggest challenge & one piece of advice being an EC member 
What would they like they had known before? What would they have said to themselves at the beginning 

of their mandate? What did you gain out of this experience? 

Julian: 

I was told that first half would be busy and second half would be chill. but it was not the case. you cannot 

really tell now when is the bigger workload. challenge: time-management. maybe it is not huge amount of 

hours, but a lot of small things that might cause small interruptions. It was very interesting to see how 

such organisation works, i gained experience in finanances. how to moderate, how to find a prepteam, 

how to organize a project from beginning to the end. I feel much more connected to CDN now. 

 

Masha: 

Everything i knew i knew on time. biggest challenge was in both ECs was dividing responsibilities 

equally, it is very important that nobody's burned out and frustrated. I gained a lot that is not very visible: 

I was shy, shocked by how organized CDN is. You should take opportunity of this one year to develop 

your individual skills too. 

 

Julian: 

It is very important to follow and do your things, and if you dont, communicate it clearly and on time : 

others might not be following your responsibilities. If you need a break, take a break -- it is healther. 

 

Kate: 
Contribute with your experience. CDN will bring you huge experience and make your life better in the 

future ; take everything you can from CDN. Generally i think that you can not rely on other people very 

much. In CDN everyone is great, trust level is high. 

 

Milan: 
I thought it was not going to be so hard, but when you start working and start getting new mails, you 

figure out that it might be a part time job ; be responsible and be aware that you will have tasks ; it will 

not be fun, it will be stressful and you should never panic ; consider contacing other EC members if 

anything is unclear. We started new working group for sctacch, I learned a lot about team work, not to 

take things personally. This experience will be very useful in the future in other fields of work too. 

Attending EC meetings is important not only for CDN but for yourselves to keep updated. 

 

4. Q/A 
Space for clarifications. 

Julian: if you come up with questions, do not hesitate to ask us. 

 


